
Aztlan 
Patrons Paramour Lamia  

Languages 
Azlian Aztic Aztlanian 

Official Name Grand Principality of Aztlana  Common Trade 

People Aztani Greeting Manaste! Writing Aztic   

Goods Azlian Parting Namasto! Example 

Crafts Aztesian M Honorific Milord Motto With Pride We Rebuild 

Derogatory Azlazies F Honorific Milady Symbolism Snake, Trefoil, 3 ,5, 8, Hibiscus Flower 

Dread Dusit N Honorific My Liege Coinage Shape Name Value 

Notable Settlements CP Triangle Tad 1:1 

Cities Tikal Atahur Incan SP Pentagon Trey 1:1 

Towns Skiethe Cordera Teqila EP Hexagon Six 1:1 

Villages Skrye Skila Solana GP Octagon Eight 1:1 

Hamlets Ajo Kocela  PP Round Sun 8 gp 

Regional Map Notable Persons 

 

Person Reason 

Marilee Malarki Chief of High Tribunal 

Deleteria Mandos High Marshal 

Volara Jung General 

Santarita Skreem Admiral 

Tamerlane Song Elfin Tribune of Skiethe 

Sanchez Family Founding Family 

Aspaitya Family Founding Family 

Delrio Family Founding Family 

Oliviera Family Founding Family 

    

    

Introduction Social Class % Wealth % Pop 

On the southern coast of the Sea of Serenity, straddling the river Tezcal, 

lies the main city of Aztlana, with broad harbors that stretch out along the 

shore for the fishing and naval fleets that ply the Seas waters. 

From the south comes the four tracks of the Locomotive, which acts as the 

defacto border between Aztlan and the rebellious Lemurians to the south. 

North, across the Sea, lies Sibola, with whom Aztlan has a friendly rivalry. 

Where Sibola is the Father, Aztlan is the Mother, and the difference 

between the two is the stuff of bard’s tales throughout the Bright Lands. 

Aztlan is known for the spice trade, as the home of tea and coffee and 

chocolate, and is where most of the medicines come from. It is a land 

where the jungle has been carved back only temporarily and is one of the 

few areas said to be free from the Warmachines.  

Aztlan is a land of bright colors, huge festivals, and rich, spicy food that 

fills. Warm, humid, and bustling, it is a traveler’s welcome respite from 

the Wylde. 

 Enslaved 0.25% 0.5% 

 Serf 1.5% 1.5% 

 Low 1% 15% 

 Artisan 2% 21% 

 Guildsman 14% 20% 

 Craftsman 4% 15% 

 Tradesman 5% 10% 

 Merchant 8% 10% 

 Patron 11% 6% 

 Aristocrat % 1% 

 Nobility 0% 0% 

 Royalty 0% 0% 



Regional Information Race % Wealth % Pop  

Aztlan is a realm of sharp contrasts, from the opulent wealth of the 

plutarchs to the abject poverty of the poorest. 

Though there is no royalty and there are few social distinctions that 

separate the wealthy form the poor, ne can quickly see the difference 

between the plutarchs and their Families, and the general population.  

It is a land where everyone is proud of what they have done, where 

machismo is a way of life, and where women control everything. 

From Aztlana proper to Atahur and even among the Chromite mines 

of the mountains, everyone dreams of making it big, of making that 

one thing that lifts them into the upper classes, of becoming a 

Matrician in their own right. 

The Aztani people are a fierce and gracious bunch, quick to laugh, 

fond of music, dance, and food – not always in that order. 

The Aztani worship Paramour in her great Temple, where the 

Priestesses are generous with Mead and always welcoming the hurt, 

the sick, and the orphaned. 

In the villages, towns, hamlets, and as always, the sea, Lamia is given 

her due, especially when it comes times for the rains to stop or start, 

the storms and wind to give you good journey, and the harvest or the 

catch to bring in for the best price.. 

Worship of any of the Dread Gods is the only crime punishable by 

death that is known – and trial is not usually something anyone 

worries about. 

Despite the pejorative often assigned to them, few people are as 

devoted to work as the Aztani are – their world revolves around 

money, and so they know it is what will save them. 

Cambion 0.25% 1%  

Dwarf 8% 3%  

Elf 10%  2%  

Elohim 0.25%  1%  

Fay 11%  0.5%  

Gnome 10% 3%  

Gobkin 0.25%          0.25%  

Human 60% 89%  

Therian 0.25% 0.25%  

Econ Class % Wealth % Pop Income/Day 

Enslaved 0.25% 0.5% 1/10 cp 

Wretched 0.5% 0.25% ½ cp 

Squalid 1% 10% 3 cp 

Poor 2% 50% 10 cp 

Modest 3% 27% 200 cp 

Comfortable 15% 5% 600 cp 

Wealthy 9.25% 3% 1000 cp 

Aristocratic 70% 1% 3000 cp 

Noble 0% 0% n/a 

Government Government  

Type 

Plutocracy 

The government of Aztlan is a matriarchal plutocracy, led by the 11 

women of the Tribunal. The seats of the Tribunal are open and bid 

upon every year during the week-long Festival of Paramour at the 

end of Mesqatra (0405). The bids are not refundable, and are 

deposited in the Bank of Aztlan, owned and operated by the 

Tribunal.  The bids, called Franchise Fees, are used to fund the 

government. 

There are many requirements for a seat –able to afford it, have a staff, 

have land, be distaff (a woman), and only one member from a given 

family can sit on the Tribunal. 

The Tribunals appoint Tribunes over Towns and smaller settlements. 

Franchise Fee of 5,000 pp base 

Hierarchy Matriarchy (must be F to have power) 

Ruling Body High Tribunal 

Local Bodies 

City Tribunal Marshalls Courts 

Town Tribune Marshal Jurist 

Village Tribune Marshal  

Hamlet Marshal Tribune  

Law & Rights Patrols By Marshalls Military Navy 

The Tribunal makes all laws in Aztlan.  

They are enforced by the Marshalls, an arm of the military charged 

with keeping the peace and enforcing the laws.  

In Aztlan, one must prove one is innocent, and the rules for an 

accusation are tough. There is one day in Court, and appeal is to the 

local Tribunal or the High Tribunal, neither of which tend to take 

them. Punishment is swift, and usually in the form of property and 

fines. The one prison that Aztlan has is considered a death sentence. A 

rare punishment is serfdom, where the individual charged is 

essentially fined an amount that requires them to serve as serfs for 

those they owe – indentured servitude after the stripping of all other 

assess. 

Police Marshalls, the police force 

Presumed Guilty Accuser sentenced if loss 

Defense Self   

Judge Title Jurist Tribune  

Jury None   

Appeal Tribunal Fee of 100 gp to do so 

Sentences Fiscal Serfdom Prison 

Prisons Carrock   

    



Military Units Infantry Cavalry Navy 

The Aztlian Navy has a cast fleet and they are considered the greatest 

naval power in the Bright Lands. Usually a third of its power is at sea 

at any given time. They are sail, oar, and Arcane powered, single hull 

craft with rams and ballistae in place. 

The Aztlian Army is led by General Jung, who has three standing 

divisions at her call, plus another five divisions she has the power to 

call up by fiat from the population, which is trained and required to 

serve if called on. 

Of those Divisions, three are Cavalry, well-armed and mounted on 

trained chargers. 

The Marshalls use the same structure, with two Divisions, all of which 

are mounted for Patrols of the Realm. 

There is no air group. Though the Tribunal is mulling it over in 

relation to cost. 

Every Aztani man is required to serve in the military for at least two 

years starting at 9. Every Aztani woman is given a choice to either 

serve or produce four children in that time. The fine for failure is 500 

pieces of eight.  

Squad Size 4 4 8 

Leader Senior 

Platoon Ensign (5 Squads, F Only) 

Cohort Lieutenant (5 Platoons, F Only) 

Legion Commander (5 Cohorts, F Only) 

Regiment Captain (5 Legions, F Only) 

Division Major (5 Regiments, F Only) 

Battleships -- -- 27 

Destroyers -- -- 54 

Frigates -- -- 200 

Vessels -- -- 380 

Warcraft 5 2 -- 

Battlecraft -- -- -- 

Skycraft -- -- -- 

Commerce Staple Foods Breadfruit Sweet Potato 

Trading with and Aztani is an art form in and of itself, as they are 

canny and notably greedy people, as no Aztani worth her salt is going 

to lose money on a deal. 

It helps that Aztani coffee is the better choice, that Aztlan is the only 

source for Cinnamon, Spices, and that if you want certain Medicinal 

Plants you must go to them eventually. 

Aztlan also exports its culture to a degree. The music of the Aztani is 

distinctive and highly structured, and usually played by a group with 

both stringed instruments and horns, the beat held by the dancers 

with sharp and stylized and traditional dance moves that many find 

erotic. The most loved is called the Flamenco. 

Aztani wool is prized for its careful blend of sheep and alpaca or 

llama into a strong and weather resistant fabric. Aztlan is filled with 

Bamboo. 

Lastly, Cinnamon is the Sacred Spice of Paramour, and nowhere else 

does it grow save for the well-guarded fields of a few families. It 

commands a high price, for it is used in ceremonies to honor the 

patron deity of Aztlan. 

Beans Maize Pork Chicken 

Millet Oats Peanuts Yams 

Rice Fruits Berries Citrus 

Chilies Tomato Nuts  

    

    

Trade Goods Chromite Platinum 

Medicine  Cinnamon Wt Pepper Bl Pepper 

Gn Pepper Rd Pepper Gourds Chilies 

Nutmeg Cloves Anise Vanilla 

Tea Coffee Cocoa  

Latex Teak Cork Bamboo 

Dance Music Paintings  

Regional Norms Virtues  Sins  

Slavery is not legal in the traditional sense – one cannot buy or sell or 

import formally a slave, but they do not necessarily take one away – 

and the further south one goes the more common this is. Opportunity 

is a big deal, and Aztani do have ways of helping freed slaves – or 

even runaway ones. 

Serfdom is usually the result of a punishment. Children are an extra 

burden on a serf, increasing the costs they must pay off to their 

debtors, and the children inherit the burden of the parents. 

Most folks, though, are poor. Exceptional artisans and craftsmen and 

such may make more, but generally it is the merchant class that 

changes the rules, by being sneakier and tougher and inspiring the 

rule of money over the rule of law. 

Pride  Selfishness  

Public Spirit  Imposition  

Courage  Threatens  

Honor  Indecency  

Gratitude  Humorless  

Fastidious  Impiety  

Courtest  UnChaste  

  Resentment  

    



 

Kinship & Courtship Hierarchy Matriarchal  

The Aztani are intensely matriarchal. To head a family one must be a 

woman in life. Men are charged with defense and provision, and a 

woman with many husbands is often very wealthy indeed. Women 

are expected to spend a significant amount of time pregnant, 

however, and produce many children.  

Men in Aztlan marry up if they can, and often look for ways to help 

their family while proving their value and prowess. 

When there is a marriage, the family of the bride pays the family of 

the groom a price that is agreed on when the families arrange the 

marriage. 

Loci Lives near Mother’s line 

Lineage Traces through mother’s line 

Inheritance Eldest woman in family 

Marriage Arranged by Families 

Debts Price paid to man’s Family 

Surname Always maternal line 

Quirks Although marriage is arranged by the  

families, it is usually the parents of the man that do the  

Approach, based on those he has shown an interest in.  

Aztani love to date, but it is always chaste. 

Factions Major Factions Malarki Sanchez 

Aztlan’s factions consist primarily of the wealthy families from which 

the Plutarchs arise. As the High Tribunal is occupied by the absolute 

wealthiest of the families, it often falls to the competitions for the 

other 44 available Tribunal Seats, giving 44 families the ability to be 

seated and have a say in this. 

Song Grind Oliviera Aspaitya 

Delrio    

    

    

Cultural Highlights Features 

The Aztani are a very earthy people, it is said. Their culture is Earth 

linked,  

Complexion    

Hair    

Eye    

Ability Score +1 Con +1 Hon  

Lang Slots 2   

Accent Southern or Bayou, by Social Class 

Classes Allowed Races  Allowed 

Barbarian N/A Cambion X 

Bard X Dwarf X 

Cleric X Elf X 

Druid X Elohim X 

Mekanik X Fay X 

Monk X Gnome X 

Paladin X Gobkin X 

Ranger X Human X 

Rogue X Therian X 

Sorcerer X   

Warlock X   

Warrior X   

Wizard x   

        


